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ZĞŶĚŝ�WĂůĂƌ 
;�/��ϮϬϭϵͿ 

Self- introduction: My name is Rin from Kanagawa. I joined EIC in 2019. My  

hobby is drawing pictures. 

Presentation Content: I will talk about who has this problem. And I will give 

examples that we can do for this problem. 

Message: Let’s exchange opinions about environment in GNI. See you again! 

Self- introduction: My name is Lise Kim.  I joined EIC in 2018 and 2019. 

I am interested in everything that happening around the world and I’m 

looking for something I can do. 

Presentation Content: I would like to give a speech conserve and sustaina-

bly use the oceans, sea and marine resources for sustainable development. 

Message: Thinking about the sea environment is also thinking about the 

land environment and global environment. 

I think that it is important to know and be interested in the world’s envi-

ronmental problems first. 
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Self- introduction: I’m from Pakistan and joined EIC in 2019. My hobbies 

are reading, writing, listening to music, dancing and singing. I love dogs and 

playing my guitar. 

Presentation Content:� I will talk about upcycling of trash and how we can 

help a group of indigenous people uplift their lifestyle by using this concept 

in their everyday life in Pakistan hence helping save the environment by 

using reusing techniques and helping communities. 

Message:� Let’s all have fun at GNI and work together to share ideas 

about saving the environment! Can’t wait to see all of you there! 
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ZŝŶ 
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Self- introduction: Hi everyone, my name Rendi, I’m from Indonesia, That place is 

always warm all around the years. I’m join EIC in 2019. My hobby is reading 

and watching Japanese anime. 

Presentation Content: I will talk about how science can help solve the environ-

ment problems, how to make clean and friendly energy for environment.. For now, 

this technology is difficult to apply at home, but soon in the futures maybe we 

may make it.  

Message: Let’s think what we would do when we using the microorganism to 

produce a safer, cleaner, and friendlier environment. So, if we use our knowledge 

and science, what may we create for our better environment.        


